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ie knows that there are going to
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catches some kind of a betting if you thick Virginia is winning
confidence in him, offers two to

Being as how Thursday will be
a holiday, and as how the print
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in a sad state of demoralization
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with a clarifying perspicuity of
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the coming years have
in store for us.
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On Thanksgiving Day the
state University and the state
College of Agricultural and Me-

chanic Arts will play the state
University of Virginia and the
Washington and Lee University
of Virginia respectively. One
plays in Richmond; the other in
Norfolk both in the enemy's
territory, though North Carolina
has many loyal sons and support

and all so Wakeley toton and Lee for the first quarter,
then Carolina was bound to win a Ray Ray for the whole team smoothrsf
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be there and see it.fire built to cook up enthusiasm, let's go to Richmond with Caro
nor Dana present to stir it while
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and get the ehamPionshiP this
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gooa. Un the other hand, therehave a good fight ahead of us
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are some spots of grass through
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wouiu auupi u iney hiioum stop
to think. But the majority of Furniture Co.
jthem do not stop to think about

Durham - - North Carolinait. If they should stop to philoso-
phize they would probably do as
Hamlet did nothing. We hope
that since paths are made to walk

Hill to help us get the team in
shape for the "Virginia game. It
makes us begin to bubble with
confidence. We like to think of
the good old days when they
were here playing and beating
up everything that they ran
against. We know that they by
their presence and encourage-
ment can make the team fight
better and better; and we know
that their advice to the men and
their individual coaching ol the
men will have the right effect.

The student body feels better
when they see former Carolina
players back helping coach the
leant. We know that the alumni
as always are heart and muI with
us.
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